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TECHNICAL ABSTRACT
Near infrared tunable diode laser absorption spectroscopy (NIR-TDLAS) has been accepted by industrial users as
the best available technology for in-situ emission and process control measurements. However, for some important gases
the absorption line strengths and thus the sensitivities are too low (e.g. nitric oxide, NO) or the species does not possess
any absorption features in the NIR (e.g. sulfur dioxide, SO2). The fundamental absorption bands in the mid-infrared
spectral region (MIR) are orders of magnitude stronger than the overtone and combination bands in the near infrared. For
example, the best absorption line in the 5.2 µm-band of nitric oxide is approx. 750 times stronger than the best line in the
1.8 µm-band (using telecom diode lasers).
In this paper an example of an important industrial application for a NO measurement and a solution using a
quantum cascade laser (QCL) in a TDLAS gas monitor will be presented.
In most combustion processes the emission of nitric oxide into ambient air has to be limited due to environmental
protection regulations (e.g. by US EPA or Bundesumweltamt (Germany)). A so called “deNOx process” is used to
reduce the NO concentration in a gas mixture. In this process either gaseous ammonia (NH3) or ammonia-water is used
to convert NO and NH3 into water vapor (H2O) and nitrogen (N2). The amount of ammonia depends on the NO content
of the process gas. Especially in a dynamic process where the fuel or the fuel composition changes rapidly the variation
of the NO concentration can be quite high. To regulate the deNOx process and thus the amount of ammonia added to the
process gas the NO content has to measured in-situ, very accurately, and with a fast time response early in the gas
cleaning process. Since the measurement point can be very close to the process the gas temperature can be still very high
(up to 400 °C). Typical nitric oxide concentrations are in the low ppm range so that the lower detection limit (LDL) of
NO instruments used for the regulation should be around 1 ppm·m at 400 °C.
State-of-the-art NIR laser spectrometers allow measurements of only around 10 ppm·m at 300 °C due to weak
absorption line strengths in the NIR and strong water vapor interference at higher gas temperatures. Therefore NIR gas
monitors are in general not suitable for this application. As described above in the MIR the line strength is significantly
stronger. Software simulations based on HITRAN [1] and HITEMP [2] databases have led to selection of interferencefree NO absorption lines in a typical industrial incinerator process gas mixture. Therefore a spectrometer using a midinfrared laser source has a high potential to meet the LDL required for a deNOx regulation while having no interference
from other gases in the process.
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During the
t last decadee especially thee developmentt of quantum cascade lasers has
h experienceed as vast proggress and
nowadays thhey are the preeferred laser source
s
for MIR
R spectrometerrs for industriial applicationss. In cooperatiion with
Corning, Incc a quantum caascade laser chhip for one of the
t selected abbsorption lines in the 5.2-µm
m band of NO has
h been
prepared. Thhe QCL is mounted into a HHL
H
package. A low electriical power connsumption [3] and a proper thermal
electric cooler (TEC) allow
w room-tempeerature laser operation at am
mbient temperaatures up to 555 °C. The sam
me noise
reduction meeasures as desccribed in [4] haave been applieed to the HHL package.
p
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Figure 1 Secon
nd harmonic specttrum of 10 ppm NO
O, 20 % H2O, and 20 % CO2 (T = 4000 °C, p = 1atm, L = 0.7m).

The QCL
L was implemeented into a sppectrometer setuup and mounteed onto a heateed cell (optical path length L = 0.7 m;
gas-temperatture Tgas ≤ 400 °C). Tests at 400
4 °C have suuccessfully beeen performed and
a showed goood agreement with the
simulations. Figure 1 show
ws a second harrmonic spectruum of 10 ppm NO,
N 20% H2O, and 20 % carrbon dioxide (C
CO2; not
visible, but has
h an influencee on the line brroadening of NO).
N
The sensitivity of the spectrometer has been deteermined to be around 2.5·10-4 [rel. abs.] which
w
leads to a lower
detection lim
mit of better thaan 1 ppm·m at 400 °C. The measurement
m
iss interference-ffree from wateer-vapor concenntrations
up to 30 % att an optical patth length of 2 m.
m Other gasees like ammonnia (NH3), methhane (CH4), or nitrous oxide (N2O) at
typical combbustion concen
ntration levels do not influennce the NO meeasurement. Fiield tests at ann industrial faccility are
planned and results will be presented.
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